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	School name and project: Wildlife Conservation in Kenya
	Main text: The trip was wholesome. Being closer to nature and providing a helping hand in something that's much bigger than oneself was truly enriching and eye-opening. I learned so much in the 8 days that we traveled for and every waking moment was enjoyable. It truly taught me that every bit helps especially when it's for a something that affects all of us. - Gautam ShanbhagThe trip turned out to be more than just an animal conservation project. It was a soul and body enriching journey with many memories being made throughout the stay. - Ashritha RajuMy time in Kenya was nothing like that I had experienced before. We got to work so closely with people involved in animal conservation and it was a real eye opener about many realities. The entire trip was efficiently organised and the accommodation was pretty comfortable. All the people involved made us feel at home and helped us whenever we needed them. - Eesha Ghose It was a complete refreshing experience which I think can’t be experienced any where else. The stay, food and routine was far far different and refreshing than what happens in our daily life. - Nidhi Venugopal
	Main text-continuation: Firstly I want to thank Charles for the hospitality. It was a great experience being there with the animals in their natural habitat. The conservancy was very well maintained and the entire trip was structured well. - Hemanth vgA very beautiful learning and growing experience, would love to experience the wildlife and the culture again. - Misbah FariyalThe trip was amazing. Getting a chance to go to kenya as well as to work inside an animal conservancy was a treat. - Adhvaith Gopinath It was a life changing experience to stay in the conservancy and help them with their activities. I felt happy to have done my bit. - Divya Overall the trip was great and won’t hesitate to do this again. - Nishanth
	Quote: Projects Abroad has been extremely helpful and supportive in designing and executing this project. The India team is super efficient and answered all our queries right away. All the arrangements were made absolutely perfect without having to wait. To specially mention, Mr. Ashish John, Ms. Stacey, Mr. Tony, Ms. Purity, Mr. Charles thanks a lot for making this project an amazing one.
	Quote, volunteer’s name: Ketki Tendolkar 
	Quote, volunteer’s description: Professor, BMS College of Architecture. 
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